
General Description

The HyQuest Solutions PVD200 is similar in 

function to the PVD100 Counter, with automatic 

calculation and display of ‘point velocity’ and 

current meter revolutions after a pre-set time 

interval . It includes a more user friendly display 

and menu system to change functions or add 

current meter formulas. The PVD200 can 

also (clean) the signal from a mechanically 

rotating current meter such as a Price AA or Pygmy 

meter and directly reads the velocity on the LCD 

as well as interfacing to the HydroTab tablet 

application for computation of total discharge. 

Meters using a cat whisker head and ball and 

wire contact to perform a mechanical switch 

closure can be used with the PVD200 to 

produce a clean, noise-free signal. 

Whenever the PVD200 is connected 

to a hand-held computer and the current 

meter bucket wheel completes a contact closure, 

the PVD200 can simultaneously produce four 

responses:

1) Sounds a buzzer tone;

2) Emits a fl ash   from an LED indicator on the front

panel,

3) Updates the LCD count and timer, and

4) Transmits a serial data value at 1-second

intervals representing the number of contact

closures and elapsed time via Bluetooth interface.

Features

 Direct Velocity Reading

 Digitally processes and ‘cleans’ signals 

from Catwhisker and Magnetic Head 

Meters

 Operates with three ‘AA’ batteries

 Works in high conductivity water( > 

50,000µSiemens)

 Self contained unit with 128 x 64 

graphics backlit LCD display showing 

total meter counts and elapsed time

 Also operates with he HydroTab tablet 

application or field computer

 Fully compatible with USGS QCALC 

Discharge Measurement Software

 Fully self calibrating

 Can be used to adjust Current Meter 

contacts (measures meter ‘Dwell Angle’)

 Can display and produce ‘Spin Test’ 

record

 Can be neck mounted or attached to a 

Top Set Rod

 When used with the GFD (Ground Feeler 

Device) an audible beep is produced to 

alert the hydrographer when the 

Columbus weight makes contact with the 

stream bed. 

Specifi cations

 Bluetooth®: Class 2 / Output power 

2.5mW (4dBm) Compliant Bluetooth® 

Spec V1.1 (operating at 2.4GHz)

 Communications: RS232 Port (Tx, Rx) @ 

19200 baud 8/N/1 (for re-load of new 

firmware only)

 Connections: 2x Banana plug sockets

(Meter input)

 Indicators: 128 x 64 graphics backlit LCD, 

1 x Orange LED, 1 x Red/Green/Blue LED

 Power Source: 3 x Internal AA alkaline 

1.5V batteries

 Battery indication 

 Dimensions: 140mm x 1080mm x 50mm 

(L x W x D)

 Weight: 400 grams (with batteries)

 Environmental: -5oC to + 50oC, Non 

Condensing, IP66+ temporary immersion 

Model PVD200

CURRENT METER COUNTER

PVD200

Designed For Reliability...

WATER FLOW/SURFACE WATER

CURRENT METER COUNTER
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